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ABSTRACT
COMPARISONS OF THE BIOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES, FIRST AND SECOND
LEVEL DETAIL OF FRICTION RIDGE SKIN OF THE
PALMS AND FINGERS
by Kelley Bryant Counts
May 2010
Since the case of Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, the Daubert criteria is
nothing new to forensic science. Today's practices and techniques presented in a court of
law are held to high scientific scrutiny. For nearly 100 years, expert witness testimony
concerning fingerprint identification has been allowed into courts with little challenge, as
it is supported by several areas of research that acknowledge that no two fingerprints are
the same; they will remain unchanged during an individuals lifetime, and that fingerprints
have a general systematic classification system. In the past, the assumption was always
made that palm prints adhered to this criteria as well. In fact, very little research has been
conducted that supports all the premises of fingerprints, with this lack of support also
being applicable to palm prints. Thus, there is an aim to establish a biological foundation
that fingerprints and palm prints can be equated biologically, and therefore it is necessary
to conduct vast amounts of research to demonstrate a correlation between second level
minutia detail as it exists in fingerprints and palm prints.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, the Daubert criteria was created,
which sets the standards that courts consider when assessing testimony and/or techniques
to be deemed scientific. According to Zonana (1994), There are five factors or premises
of the Daubert criteria. The first criteria questions if the scientific theory of the technique
can be tested. Thus, determining whether the nature of the technique has the ability to be
replicated. The second criteria questions whether the theory or technique has been
reviewed by the researchers' peers, therefore requiring other hi ghly regarded practitioners
of the science to adequately review the practice of that science or technique. The third
criteria requires that the error rate for the theory or technique be analyzed. To explain
further, the statistical error rate of the theory or technique has to be quantifiable and
known with certainty. The fourth criteria requires the existence and maintenance of the
standards that control the operation of the technique; that quality control factors have to
be implemented and used. The fi fth criteria questions if the science, theory, or technique
is widely accepted by the scientific community. Thus, other practitioners have to
implement the same science, theory or technique with certainty and trust.
Several experiments have been conducted to test the uniqueness of friction ridge
skin, however, the majority of these experiments only focused on the friction ridge detail
and uniqueness of the fingers, in an effort to determine and prove that no two fingerprints
are alike. These experiments were routinely performed using ten print cards and AFIS
searches, in which every fingerprint was back searched to determine if one fingerprint
could be differentiated from another fingerprint derived from a different source.
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However, the researchers failed to conduct the same experiment with palm prints,
limiting their generalizability to only fingerprints. Thus, the uniqueness of palms is in
question scientifically in light ofthe Daubert criteria. Referring to what is listed as
Daubert's first and second criteria, understanding the uniqueness of palm prints and that
no two palm prints are exactly alike, has failed to be properly tested and in tum, no
publisher nor peer review reports exist specifying the differentiation of palm prints ..
Despite this overlook, testimony concerning the individualization of latent palm prints to
known prints of a suspects inked palm prints has been admissible evidence in courts
around the world for years, as well as being collected in major case prints for AFIS
searches. The focus ofthis current study is in comparing both the biological and
statistical attributes of palm prints and fingerprints to determine whether a correlation
among the two exists, and whether the experiments conducted that determine the
uniqueness of a fingerprint can be generalized to palm prints as well.
Objectives of Study
This research study is exploratory, therefore a specific hypothesis has not been
established. The overall objective of this study is to develop an overall compression of
fingerprints and palm prints in terms of the biological and second level minutia
characteristics. In order to accomplish this, the following objectives were undertaken:
1. Relate the biological uniqueness of fingerprints to palm prints.
2. To determine the statistical relationship of fin gerprints to sections ofthe palm.
3. Compare typical pattern types of palm prints and fingerprints.
4. Determine which pattern types provide the most identification potential in
terms of second level detail.
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5. To investigate the factors involved with inked prints and the limitations of
AFIS searches.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Anatomy of Friction Ridge Skin
According to Ashbaugh (1999), there are two types of skin that are present on the
body, volar skin and smooth skin. Both contain sweat glands; however, smooth skin also
contains hair and sebaceous glands. The surface of volar skin is unique to smooth skin, in
that it is continuously corrugated with narrow ridges that make up what is coined friction
skin, by virtue of its function to increase friction between its surface and objects that are
touched. Separating the ridges of volar skin are furrows. Thickness, or ridge breath, is
typically larger in males than females. On young adult males, the average ridge breath is
approximately 20.7 ridges per centimeter, while the average of female is approximately
23.4 ridges per centimeter. This factor insinuates that female ' s friction skin possesses
more potential in accurate identification than males; however, this has not been
incorporated in the current study due to the sizes of the participants for the studying
greatly varying. According to Field (1959), the specific path that ridges of the volar skin
take are random and independent. Ridges can start, stop, diverge, turn, twist, thicken, and
also narrow along their path (McRoberts, 2005). Two important ridge events that pertain
to the current study are that when the ridges stop, referred to as ridge endings, and when
ridges diverge, referred to as bifurcation. These two events are typically marked as
minutia by AFIS , which will later be discussed in detail. The dermis is characterized by a
matrix of loose connective tissue that is composed of fibrous proteins. The dermis serves
two primary functions: providing protection to the inner body, and supplying the outer
layer of friction skin with nutrients (Ashbaugh, 1999).
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The Growth of Friction Ridge Skin
The growth of friction skin is important to fingerprint scientists, as it is the
foundation for uniqueness. For the current study, the growth of friction also provides
means as a comparative tool; the development of friction ridge skin on the fingers was
compared to friction ridges from the palms. This method was determined through past
literature of the current researchers. Various stages of friction ridge development are
expressed as a time frame, typically measured in weeks. However, different fetu ses
possess different development times (Babler, 1991 ). Thus, in order to express proper
fetal development stages, many of the papers that are being reviewed do not express the
timeframe, but rather express the crown to rump length (Babler, 1977). The epidermis is
recognized very early during fetal development as an overall fetal covering that is
approximately one cell thick after 3 weeks (Babler, 1987). Volar pads are essential for
differential growth, configuration, and pattern formation of friction ridge skin (Babler,
1987). The formation of paddle like volar surfaces of the hand take place after
approximately six weeks, gestation and the volar pads start to appear in their typical
arrangement (Ashbaugh, 1999). The sequential order in which the volar pads begin to
appear are the second, third, and fourth interdigital pads, along with the thenar and
hypothenar pads located on the palm, these are followed by the appearance of the volar
pads present on the five digital pads (Ashbaugh, 1999).
The digits begin to separate and elongate after about eight weeks, this is also
when the fetus is about 2.5 em long crown to rump (Ashbaugh, 1999). At this stage, the
volar pads appear as buldges localized in the tips of the finger and palm. Next the thumb
rotates, and the palmer pads become very prominent (Kimura & Schauman, 1988). The
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thenar flexion crease is denoted by the rotation of the thumb (Kimura & Kitagawa, 1986).
It is not until week 12 that the digital pads become distinct and the distal, proximal, and

interdigital flexion creases begin to appear (Popich & Smith, 1970).
During the tenth and eleventh week, the regression of the interdigital and the
palmer pads begin which is followed by the digital pads from the thirteenth week onward,
but the flexion creases remain. During this process, the total crown to rump length is
approximately seven centimeters long (Ashbaugh, 1999). The friction ridges begin to
develop in the basal layer in the epidermis around week thirteen. At this point, the volar
pads in the palm and interdigital areas have regressed more than the volar pads in the
fingers (Ashbaugh, 1999). Subsequently, the volar pads will continue to regress until one
is unable to distinguish between boundaries of the volar pads and the surrounding skin
(Babler, 1979). The scientific fingerprint community has reached a consensus, that the
surface stress created by the topology of the volar pads is significant, and that when
coupled with further stresses of friction ridge, the development influences the flow and
overall friction ridge conformation. All humans tend to have the same general flexion
crease and friction ridge formation given that volar pads appear at certain locations at
approximately the same time (Babler, 1987). Friction ridge patterns are a function of the
curvature of the surface on which they develop. The studies of topology suggest that lines
of curvature tend to follow the greatest convexity of a surface under stress (Cummins,
1929). It is hypothesized that this phenomenon is responsible for the formation of loops
and deltas.
The topological theory applies to the formation of friction ridge skin uniqueness,
in the sense that the friction ridges would follow the path that has the largest amount of
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convexity (Gould, 1948). Specifically, ridges would foll ow the path around the digital,
interdigital, and palmar volar pads. The area in the center of the palm that is surrounded
by the volar pads possesses little convexity. Thus, the volar pads in the hand denote the
areas that have the highest convexity (Cummins, 1926). Friction ridge patterns expand
outward from or situated on the volar pads. It is important to note that a delta formation is
the product of three ridge systems meeting in formation. The volar pad determines the
pattern that will result, as the friction ridge skin develops (Hale, 1952). Specifically, it is
the tension and pressure that is created by virtue of the volar pads, which determines the
general shape of friction ridge skin, which results in the determination of the pattern type
(Babler, 1983). For example, it is though that high volar pads with a centralized location
are more likely to form a whorl pattern. By contrast, a volar pad that is flat is more likely
to form an arch pattern, while a volar pad that is of medium height is hypothesized to
more likely form a loop pattern. The timing at which friction ridge development occurs in
conjunction with volar pad regression is an important factor to note when determining the
overall pattern type in friction ridge skin. For example, if friction ridge skin begins to
develop late during the embryonic stage, after a highly centered volar pad as already
regressed to near completion, the pattern type would be transformed from a suspected
whorl to an arch. In a typical fetus life cycle, the volar pads of the interdigital and the
palms begin to regress before friction ridges develop, which results in areas that do not
contain strong concentric formations. The opposite typically occurs when examining the
development of friction ridge growth as a function of volar pad development in the
fingers. Approximately thirteen weeks during the fetal development, friction skin begins
to develop, which is also the period when the volar pads have reached their largest state.
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Thus, pronounced concentric patterns are typically formed. The overall arrangement of a
fetus 's volar pads are determined by genetic and external physical influences. The best
example of the affect that external physical influences have on volar pad positioning and
pattern type is in cases of identical twins. This can also be generalized to the development
of clones in identical environments, as the volar pad arrangements are very similar, as
well as the friction ridge pattern types after development. These pattern types; however,
are always slightly different due to physical interaction inside the womb which can be
caused by a variety of factors. At approximately twelve weeks, bands of thick ti ssue
begin to appear originating on the bottom of the epidermis. This marks the first
development of primary ridges When the average fetus is approximately ten centimeters
marks the first development of primary ridges. The epidermis produces ridge units that
fuse into rows to form friction ridges. After approximately three weeks to one month, the
bottom of the epidermis is covered with primary ridges. When the fetus is approximately
fourteen centimeters long, crown to rump length, typically during the fourteenth to
fifteenth week of development, the secondary ridges begin to form between the primary
ridges. The formation of second level detail during friction ridge growth is contingent
on a multitude of physical and genetic variances, making friction ridges unique to that
area of friction skin (Babler, 1978).
Friction Ridge Flow of the Palm
A complete understanding of the friction ridge flow of the palm is important in
the current study to correctly correlate it to similar features of friction ridge flow of the
fingers. The palmar area of the hand is sectioned into three main areas: the Thenar,
Hypothenar, and the Interdi gital areas. The Thenar area of the palm is associated with the
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thumb side, radial side of the palm, the hypothenar is associated with the little finger, or
ulnar side of the palm and the interdigital area of the palm is the area that is found
directly below the fingers.

Figure 1. Outline of the interdigital, thenar, and hypothenar portions
of the right hand (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

The Thenar area of the palm is best characterized by a primary ridge flow that forms a
semi-circular formation around the thumb; a characteristic coined "the half moon." In the
half moon area closest to the thumb, there is a smaller, internal group of ridges that
converge and then tum downward. From inspecting this ridge event in the thenar, it can
be seen that there are a long flow of ridges and a short flow of ridges with a convergence
taking place in the middle that separate the two (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). The
short flow of ridges denote the bottom ofthe hand. This event is coined the " long-short."
The convergence area is of great importance of the current study, as it is believed that this
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area holds the most potential in terms of identification of second level detail. This is due
to a large number of ridges transitioning into a small number of ridges. For this event to
occur, multiple ridge endings and birufication must be present in the convergence to
make the transition of a large number of ridges to a small number of ridges possible (Ron
Smith and Associates, 1992).

Figure 2. Outline of a half moon configuration that appears in the left hand
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

The half-moon and the long-short are the two most common ridge flow
formations that are present in the thenar area of the palm. However, there are occasions
where other characteristic events can occur, such as the vestige and the square nose loop.
The vestige is the more common of the two characteristics; it is formed during fetal
development and is characterized by a group of ridges flowing perpendicular or within in
close proximity of perpendicular to the ridges around them (Ron Smith and Associates,
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1992). The vestige is found around the area of the base of the thumb in the thenar section
of the palm, and is typically never larger than the area that makes up a small coin.

Figure 3. Outline of a vestage that appears in the left hand (Ron Smith and
Associates, 1992).

The thenar area of the palm also has long and short square nose loops that can be
present. This is characterized by two loops facing each other with a vestige in the middle
of them. The short portion ofthe square nose loop is located on the upper side ofthe
vestige, and the long square nose loop is located on the bottom side of the vestige. This is
an important characteristic to note, as the convergence area of the square nose loop and
the perpendicular ridge flow of the vestige provide unique identification potential.
The last characteristic of the thenar portion of the hand is identified as the flip
area. This area is located at the web portion of the hand, between the thumb and the index
finger. In this portion of the palm, the ridges tend to flip up as they exit this area of the
palm. The ridge flow of the flip area turn upward. There is little convergence in this area.
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Figure 4. Outline of the flip area that appears in the thenar
portion of the left hand (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).
The hypothenar area of the palm contains a large area of seemingly unobstructed
and parallel ridges; however, it is not the largest area of unobstructed ridge flow in the
entire palm (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). The lack of first level characteristics, in
actuality, is a characteristic all of its own. Thus the absence of level one pattern types
provide insight as to which area of the palm a latent print was originated. Typical ridge
flow of the hypothenar area of the palm is down and out, meaning the ridges flow
downward in a diagonal direction originating from the center of the hand and then out the
side of the hand. At the top part of the hypothenar area of the palm is a convergence that
makes a funnel shape like appearance. It is important to note, however, that it is
impossible for all the ridges to narrow into the funnel while keeping the same ridge
width, thus this is an area of convergence that results in ridge endings and bifurcations.
After examination of second level detail of the narrowing shoulders of the funnel area it
is determined that the presence of ridge endings are prominent opposed to bifurcations
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(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). From convergence of the funnel area, it is noted that
this area of the hypothenar is rich in level two identification detail.

Funnel Area

Down & Ou t

Figure 5. Outline of the funnel area and the down and out area that appears
in the left hand (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

A second feature found in the hypothenar area of the hand is a sweeping turn
away from the center and bottom of the hand. This feature is coined the belly-out.

f;3clly-Ou t

Figure 6. Outline of the belly-out formation that appears in the left hand
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).
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Another feature found between the thenar and the hypothenar area of the palm is
referred to as the carpal delta. These ridges travel primarily vertically. It is important to
note that the ridge flow of the carpal delta is more associated with the ridge flow of the
belly out of the hypothenar and flow past the half moon feature of the thenar.
Common pattern types that can be found in the hypothenar area of the palm
include: the outward nose loop with one delta, the outward nose loop with two deltas, the
inward nose loop, the double loop, the downward nose loop, and the whorl. The most
common pattern type that is found is the outward nose loop with one delta, in which the
nose of the loop is facing the hypothenar side of the hand. The overall pattern type of the
hypothenar still has the same appearance if one of these two pattern types are present.
The only difference, however, is instead of having the traditional down and out shape at
the edge of the hand, the ridge flow characterizes the nose loop portion ofthe pattern type
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).
When describing the outward nose loop with two deltas, the carpal delta is
regarded as one, and the second delta is often located in front of the nose of the loop near
the hand . It is also common for an inward nose loop to be present in the hypothenar area
of the palm. When this occurs, there will often be two deltas present, one located in the
carpal delta position, and one located above the nose of the loop and directly under the
beginning of the funne l area. Other examples of pattern types that are possible in the
hypothenar area of the palm include: double loops, downward nose loops and many types
of whorls.
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These typical hypothenar pattern types are important to the current study, as they
all produce an area of convergence in the palm that is associated with one or two deltas,
thus providing stronger potential for identification.
The area beneath the carpal delta is referred to as a hump, due to its arch like
formation. The carpal delta area is of importance for the current study because it denotes
an area where ridges converge, which creates level two identification potential (Ron
Smith and Associates, 1992).

Carpal Delta
!lump

Figure 7. Outline of the carpal delta and the hump as it appears in the left hand
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

While not typical, the carpal delta can shift to the hypothenar side of the palm and
fail to conform to the typical twelve o' clock position as a typical carpal delta. Due to its
rarity, this occurrence is discounted. It is likely that the same level of identification
potential would exist for a normal carpal delta and a shifted carpal delta.
A more common non-typical carpal delta is one that is found in an elevated
position. This occurrence is referred to as a high carpal delta. A high carpal delta
possessed a significantly higher hump area below the carpal delta which allows for easier
discrepancy between the two. Another important characteristic is that the ridges that
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approach the high carpal delta from the hypothenar side of the hand smoothly tum
downward on the lower side of the carpal delta (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). The
ridges that approach the carpal delta from the hypothenar side of the hand turn sharply on
the upper portion of the carpal delta. This characteristic is identified as the sharp over
smooth and is present in palm prints that have a high carpal delta. This characteristic
creates second level detail that is unique, due to the convergence of ridges from the
hypothenar and the carpal delta area.

Figure 8. Outline of the sharp over smooth area as it appears in the left hand
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

It is believed that the inner digital area of the palm has an enormous amount of

ridge flow information. The primary flow of ridges found in the interdigital areas of the
hand begin at the base of the index finger and the middle finger and flow completely
across the upper section of the hand (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). This flow of
ridges has a downward sweeping direction, which indicates what handmade the
impression. This characteristic is coined the waterfall (left I right).
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Figure 9. Outline of the waterfall as it appears in the left and right hands
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).
A distinctive feature in the interdigital area of the palm, when compared to other
areas of the palm, is the number of deltas present. It is typical to find a total number of
four deltas in the interdigital area of the palm. The delta that is commonly found under
the third joint of the index finger is called the clean delta. Typically this area is composed
of very clean ridge detail, hence the name clean delta. The next delta in the discussion
can be found under the third joint of the middle finger and is called the snow cone delta
(Ron Smith and Associates, 1992). The angles in the snow cone delta are not evenly
spaced; one angle that opens upward toward the middle finger that is smaller when
compared to the other two angles of the snow cone delta. The delta that is fo und under
the third joint of the ring finger is very similar to the snow cone delta found under the
third j oint of the middle finger, and is also referred to as a snow cone delta. The delta
formation that is found approximately under the third joint of the little finger is called the
side cone and has unique features that, when attempting to individualize an unknown
print to a known source, provide useful distinctions. The first unique characteristic noted
is that this particular delta is not directly under the third joint of the little finger; it is
offset and typically located between the lower portions of the third joint of the ring and
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middle fingers. Another exclusive characteristic is that the most acute angle of the side
cone opens inward toward the middle of the hand. It is similar in appearance to a snow
cone delta, however, it opens inward and to the side. Below the side cone delta is what is
referred to as the mount over flat (Smith, 1992). This area is characterized by ridge flows
that curve upward and then smoothly curve downward atop of a flat ridge flow running
parallel to the curved mound.

Figure 10. Outline of the side cone, clean delta and double snow cone
as it appears in the left hand (Ron Smith and Associates, 1992).

It is important to note for this study that it is possible, however not probable, for
the interdigital area of the palm to have more than or less than the normal number of four
delta formations.
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Figure II. Outline of an area of the palm that bears three (3) deltas (Ron Smith
and Associates, 1992).
A pattern formation that is commonly found in the interdigital area of the palm is the
loop. The most typical area for a loop pattern to occur is in the interdigital area of the
palm is between the little and ring fingers.
Table 1

Common Pattern Types of the Palms

Area of Palm

Characteristic and Common Pattern Types

1. Interdigital

Loop Pattern, Clean Delta, Snow Cone Delta, Side Cone Delta,
Water Fall

2. Thenar

HalfMoon, Long and Short, Flip, Square Nose Loop, Vestige,
Carpal Delta.

3. Hypothenar

Outward Nose Loop with Two Deltas, Inward Nose Loop, Double
Loop, Downward Nose Loop, Whorl, Funnel, Carpal Delta, High
Carpal Delta, 12 0-Clock, Sharp Over Smooth

Friction Ridge Flow of the Fingers
According to Cowger (1983), the basis of friction ridge flow of fingerprints has
always been anchored by three primary principals. The first premise states that a
fingerprint is an individual, distinctive characteristic and thus no two fingerprints have
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ever been found to possess identical ridge characteristics. In the past, fingerprint experts
referred to Galton's calculation, which supported the hypothesis that there was
probability of 64 billion different fingerprints to exist. This calculation is furthermore
supported and verified by 90 plus years of recorded data provided by individuals who
have had their fingerprints recorded. The second premise states that a fingerprint will
remain unchanged during an individual's lifetime. The basis of this premise is outlined in
the anatomy and physiology of friction ridge skin. The third premise is that fingerprints
have general ridge patterns that can be applied to a systematic classification system.
Cowger (1983), expanded these primary principles by arguing that fingerprints could be
divided into one of three classes: arches, loops and whorls. Cowger demonstrated that
statistical support has been employed to show that sixty five percent of individuals have
loops, thirty to thirty five percent of individuals have whorls and five percent of
individuals have arches. The arch pattern type can be divided into two main types: the
plain arch and the tented arch. The plain arch pattern is typically found in the middle of
the finger with smooth wavy lines on either side (Cowger, 1983). Ridges tend to come in
on one side, smoothly tum up, smoothly tum down, and then exit the other side. The
tented arch shares similar characteristics with the plain arch, however instead of smoothly
forming an arch in the middle of the finger, the tented arch is characterized by a sharp up
thrust or spike, and the ridges meet at an angle less than ninety degrees. It is important to
note that all arches do not have deltas, type lines, or cores (FBI, 1990).
One or more ridges entering from one side of the print, re-curving and exiting the
same side demonstrates a loop pattern type. A sufficient re-curve is characterized by a
space between the shoulders of a loop that is free of any appendages. The shoulders of a
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loop is the area where the re-curving ridges turns inward. There are two types of loops:
ulnar and radial loops. Ulnar loops are characterized by the ridges flowing in the
direction of the little finger and radial loops are characterized by ridges flowing in the
direction of the thumb. Another characteristic found in loops are called typelines (FBI,
1990). Typelines are the two innermost ridges that surround the pattern area. The pattern
area includes the core, delta, and the ridges that are used in the classification of a loop.
Type lines do not necessarily have to be two continuous ridges, and are, in fact, often
broken. When there is an obvious break in the typeline, the ridge that is found
immediately outside from it is considered to be a continuation of the typeline. It is
essential to note that the arms that make up the delta formation must never be applied as
the primary defining typelines (FBI, 1990).
The delta characteristic of loop pattern is best described as the point on a ridge, or
nearest to the point of divergence of two typelines. Another characteristic of a loop is
referred to as the core. The core, as implied by its name, is the center of the fingerprint
pattern (FBI, 1990). The core of a loop is defined as being the area that is upon or within
the innermost sufficient re-curve. Another requirement of loops is that they must have a
ridge count from the delta to the core. Thus, if a straight line was drawn from the defined
position of the delta and the defined position of the core, at least one ridge must pass
across that line. The minimum requirements for a whorl pattern type is that it must have
two delta characteristics and a re-curve in front of each. There are four common whorl
pattern types: plain whorl, central pocket loop whorl, double loop whorl, and an
accidental whorl. A plain whorl is characterized by one or more ridges making or that
tends to make one complete circuit and two deltas are located opposite from either side of
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the circuit. It is important to note that there must be a ridge count between the delta and
the inner pattern area (FBI, 1990). There also must be re-curving ridge between the two
deltas.
The central pocket loop whorl is described as a plain whorl, however when a line
is drawn from delta to delta, the line must not touch are-curving ridge.
A double loop whorl is characterized by two separate loop formations that have
two separate and distinct shoulder formations, along with two separate deltas. It is
imperative to understand, however, that no ridge count is needed in correspondence from
the delta to the core or from delta to delta.
An accidental whorl is characterized by a combination of any of the previously
mentioned common fingerprint patterns with the exclusion of the plain arch. The
accidental whorl is the only common pattern type that is known to possess more than two
deltas.
Inked Fingerprints
Inked prints are present in the discussion, as they are the most common method
employed for producing a known or exemplar set of prints for purposes of
individualization. Furthermore, the inked prints are the primary substrate that an AFIS
searches to narrow second level minutia detail with a latent print in question. Therefore,
the negative effects that the process of taking inked prints causes will, in turn, be
reflected in the amount of second level detail the AFIS records into its system. For
example, it is possible for two fingers dented as finger A and finger B to be recorded as
inked prints. In this situation, the researchers are arbitrarily assigning fingerprint A to
have more actual second level details as fingerprint B. If fingerprint A is poorly recorded,
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however, and fingerprint B is recorded satisfactory, then it is possible for an AFIS system
to demonstrate that fingerprint B possessed more second level detail, even though this
was not the true occurrence in nature. In all actuality, recording prints of the living is a
rather easy process to conduct. The process is accompli shed by using an ink matrix that
covers the surface of the friction ridge skin of concern then pressing it onto a piece of
paper. Problems that can arise, however, when recording inked prints include the
following: smudging can decrease the clarity ofthe recorded print, when the friction
ridge skin is applied to the paper twisting and pressure can cause distortion of the print
and smudging. It is also imperative that the friction ridge skin that is being applied must
be as clean as possible and void of any debris to minimize anomalies in the recorded
print. If there is too much moisture present on the friction ridge skin, then the friction
ridge skin will be difficult to record by virtue of the moisture wicking the ink away from
the ridges.
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CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biological Comparisons
The current study focuses on the comparison of fingerprints to palm prints with
respect to their biological development and statistical characteristics as a function of
second level detail. The scope ofthe study, in terms ofthe comparison of biological
development, is focused on the review of literature and the differences in the
development of friction ridge skin on the fingers when compared to the palms.
Second Level Minutia Detail Collection
The statistical analysis of second level detail minutia is more involved and
contains data collection, organization, and statistical evaluation. The data of importance
for the statistical evaluation of fingerprints and palm prints concerning second level
minutia detail were collected from previously recorded known prints. Factors of age,
race, height, weight and other identifying characteristics were disregarded and ignored in
the selection process of determining which data sets would be included in the model. To
ensure anonymity of the participants, no identifying markers were collected by the
researchers. Fingerprint patterns and minute characteristics was a factor that was limited
by the total number of minutia characteristics identified on a certain area of friction ridge
skin. Factors that were considered were: clarity, overall area, and the sufficiency ofthe
rolled ink print. Clarity of the print was an important factor to ensure that AFIS
confusion did not occur, and incorrect second level detail minutia were not recorded. The
overall area was observed so the researchers could ensure that the entire print intended to
be recorded was correctly logged into the data set and was an accurate representation of
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the true second level detail minutia for that fingerprint as it occurred in nature. This was
regulated by the overall pattern type that was visible using cues, such as one delta being
present on a whorl and improper ridge flow on loops and arches. The overall sufficiency
of the rolled print was evaluated to di sregard anomalies such as: warts, scars, crack
fingers and other obstructions that would decrease the amount of second level minutia
detail and skew the total minutia count. For these reasons, recorded prints that displayed
poor clarity, instances of incomplete recordings, and insufficient prints were di sregarded
and not included in the data set. Only pristine recorded prints were employed in the
evaluation to ensure accuracy. The researchers, to avoid replication of past studies, did
not record as a frequency, the appearance of arches, loops, and whorls as pattern types as
a function of finger locations the frequency of appearance of arches, loops, and whorls as
a function of finger location. The friction ridge data that were collected was randomly
sampled from previously recorded prints that were already inputted and scanned into
AFIS Tracker and made available by Ron Smith & Associates, Inc. This method was
employed in an effort to avoid using live human subjects directly. Specifically the AFIS
system that was used was the AFIX Tracker version 5.5, which is a minutiae-based
fingerprint and palm print identification system. A minimum sample set of five hundred
recorded prints were used per location of the hand. The recorded fingerprints were logged
in order on the data sheet as right thumb, right index, right middle, right ring, right little,
left thumb, left index, left ring, left index, and left little. The recorded palm prints in the
interdigital area were recorded as left interdigitallittle, left interdigital ring, left
interdigital middle, left interdigital index, right interdigitallittle, right interdigital ring,
right interdigital middle, right interdigital index. From the interdigital data sets, the
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logged numbers were evaluated stati stically and separated from each location and
together as the complete interdigital area. A portion of the friction ridge detail in the
hypothenar and thenar area was recorded by taking the total number of minutia
characteristics from the upper and lower hyperthenar data boxes and the upper and lower
data boxes from the thenar areas of the AFIX database. Furthermore, the data from the
upper and lower middle data boxes were recorded for the right and left palm to obtain the
other portion of the hyperthenar and thenar minutia characteristics.
Second Level Minutia Detail Collection for the Palm
When recording the second level minutia detail from the left hand, the total
number of minutia of the upper and lower middle data set boxes from the palm print area
were recorded and summed. Next, the minutia, with respect to the hyperthenar portion of
the palm (minutia on the thenar side), was deleted from the upper and the lower middle
data boxes. The number of minutia that represented second level characteristics, minus
minutia, with respect to the hyperthenar portion (minutia on the thenar side was deleted),
of the palm was recorded as the other portion of the thenar that is located on the left hand .
When summed with the upper and lower thenar data boxes from the left hand, the total
number of minutia from the thenar of the left hand can be extrapo lated. To determine the
total number of minutia of the hyperthenar area of the left hand, the remaining minutia
after the deletion of the thenar portion, was recorded and added to the upper and lower
hyperthenar data.
When recording the second level minutia detail from the right hand, the total
number of minutia of the upper and lower middle data set boxes from the palm print area
were recorded and summed. Next, the minutia, with respect to the thenar portion ofthe
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palm (minutia on the hypothenar side), was deleted from the upper and the lower middle
data boxes. The number of minutia that represented second level characteristics minus
minutia, with respect to the thenar portion (minutia on the hypothenar side was deleted),
of the palm was recorded as the other portion of the hypothenar that is located on the
right hand. When summed with the upper and lower hypothenar data boxes from the right
hand, the total number of minutia from the hypothenar of the right hand can be
extrapolated. To determine the total number of minutia of the thenar area of the right
hand the remaining minutia after the deletion of the hypothenar portion was recorded and
added to the upper and lower thenar data.

0

Figure 12. Outline of the areas of the hand that were targeted in the data
collection.
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Second Level Minutia Detail Collection for the Palm Equations

Left Hand
T = total number of AFIX recorded minutia of the thenar portion.
T 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper thenar data box
T 2 = total number of minutia from the left lower thenar data box
Tx = sum ofT1 and T2
H = total number of AFIX recorded minutia of the hyperthenar portion.
H 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper hyperthenar data box
H2 = total number of minutia from the left lower hyperthenar data box
Hx = sum ofH1 and H2
M 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper middle data box
M 2 = total number of minutia from the left lower middle data box
Mx = sum ofM 1 and M2
Mn = the difference of total minutia from the upper middle (M 1) and the total minutia

after the deletion of the minutia of the upper middle with respect to the hype11henar
portion of the left hand (minutia was deleted on the thenar portion of the hand).
Mn = the difference of total minutia from the lower middle (M 2) and the total minutia

after the deletion of the minutia of the lower middle with respect to the hyperthenar
portion of the left hand (minutia was deleted on the thenar portion of the hand).
MH 1= remaining minutia after the deletion of the minutia of the upper middle with

respect to the hyperthenar portion of the left hand (min uta was deleted on the thenar
portion of the hand).
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M1-1 2= remaining minutia after the deletion of the minutia of the lower middle with
respect to the hyperthenar portion of the left hand (minuta was deleted on the thenar
portion of the hand).
MTx= sum ofMo1 and M02
T(left hand) = T1 + T2 + MT1 + MT2
H(left hand) = H 1 + H2 + MH 1+ M1-12

Right Hand
T = total number of AFIX recorded minutia of the thenar portion.
T 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper thenar data box
T 2 = total number of minutia from the left lower thenar data box
Tx = sum ofT1 and T2
H = total number of AFIX recorded minutia of the hyperthenar portion.
H 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper hyperthenar data box
H2 = total number of minutia from the left lower hyperthenar data box
Hx= sum ofH 1 and H2
M 1 = total number of minutia from the left upper middle data box
M2 = total number of minutia from the left lower middle data box
Mx =sum ofM1 and M2
MT 1 = the difference of total minutia from the upper middle (M 1) and the total minutia
after the deletion of the minutia of the upper middle with respect to the thenar portion of
the left hand (minuta was deleted on the hypothenar portion of the hand).
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MT2 = the difference of total minutia from the lower middle (M2) and the total minutia
after the deletion of the minutia of the lower middle with respect to the thenar portion of
the left hand (minutia was deleted on the hypothenar portion of the hand).
MHt = remaining minutia after the deletion of the minutia ofthe upper middle with
respect to the thenar portion of the left hand (minuta was deleted on the hypothenar
portion ofthe hand).
MH2 = remaining minutia after the deletion of the minutia of the lower middle with
respect to the thenar portion of the left hand (minuta was deleted on the hypothenar
portion of the hand).
MTx= sum ofMot and Mo2
T(right hand) = T , + T2 + MTt + MT2
H(right hand) = H, + H2 + M,.,, + MH2
After all tabulated data was recorded, the averages of the data was compared in an
effort to gain insight into how much identification potential can be found in the palms
when compared to the fingers.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Biological Comparison Data of Fingers and Palms
As noted from the review of literature, the development of volar pads is essential
for differential growth. Also discussed was that the probability of a finger bearing a
whorl friction ridge pattern would, in turn, have a high volar pad during fetal
development. The probability of a finger bearing a right or left slope loop friction ridge
pattern will have an offset volar pad during fetal development. Lastly, a finger bearing a
very low centralized volar pad during fetal development will have a higher probability of
an arch friction ridge pattern type.
From the review of literature, it was noted that the development of volar pads in
the interdigital, hypothenar, and thenar area begin prior to the development of the volar
pads in the fingers. Likewise, the volar pads in the interdigital, hypothenar, and thenar
begin to regress before the regression of the volar pads in the fingers. It was also noted
that the regression of the volar pads in the interdigital, hypothenar, and thenar area is near
completion when the regression and formation of friction ridge skin begins to develop.

WEEK6

WEEKS

WEEK 10

WEEK 12

Figure 13. Time line ofhand development of a fetus's hand.
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Level Two Minutia Data for the Fingers
The second level minutia detail for the right and left thumb, index, middle, ring,
and little fingers were averaged and compared. The second level minutia detail that was
found on the right thumb was 121.43. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the left thumb was 121.36. The second level minutia detail that was found on the right
index was 84.66. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left index was
84.72. The second level minutia detail that was found on the right middle was 95.08. The
second level minutia detail that was found on the left middle was 95.28. The second level
minutia detail that was found on the right ring was 96.08. The second level minutia detail
that was found on the left ring was 96.09. The second level minutia detail that was found
on the right little was 73.04. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left
little was 73.10.

Table 2

The averages ofsecond level minutia detail that were recorded f or the left and right;
thumb, index, ring, and little fingers
Area

Right

Left

Thumb
Index
Middle
Ring
Little

121.43
84.66
95.08
96.08
73.04

121.36
84.72
95.28
96.09
73 .10
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Figure 14. Averages of second level minutia detaiI that were recorded for the left and
right; thumb, index, middle ring, and little fingers displayed as a bar graph.

Level Two Minutia Data for the Interdigital Area
The second level minutia detail that was recorded for the left and right interdigital
area was averaged and compared. The second level minutia detail that was fo und on the
interdigital area of the left index was 35.95. The second level minutia detail that was
found on the interdigital area of the right index was 35.90. The second level minutia
detail that was found on the interdi gital area of the left middle was 4 1.8 1. The second
level minutia detail that was fo und on the interdigital area of the right middle was 68.34.
The second level minutia detail that was found on the interdigital area of the left ring was
75.81. The second level minutia detail that was found on the interdigital area of the right
ring was 65.50. The second level minutia detail that was found on the interdigital area of
the left little was 32.1 0. The second level minutia detail that was found on the interdigital
area of the ri ght little was 32.39.
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Table 3

Averages ofsecond level minutia detail that were recorded for the interdigital areas
Area

Left

Right

Index
Middle
Ring
Little

35.95
41.81
75.81
32.1 0

35.90
68.34
65.50
32.29
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Figure 15. Averages of second level minutia detai l that were recorded for the interdigital
areas displayed as a bar graph.

Level Two Minutia Data for the Upper and Lower
Hypothenar, Middle, and Thenar Areas
The second level minutia detail that was recorded for the left and right hypothenar
high, hypothenar low, middle high, middle low, thenar high, thenar low areas were
averaged and compared. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left
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hypothenar high area was 87.73. The second level minutia detail that was found on the
right hypothenar high area was 84.59. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the left hypothenar low area was 72.29. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the right hypothenar low area was 82.57. The second level minutia detail that was found
on the left middle high area was 102.29. The second level minutia detail that was found
on the right middle high area was 93.42. The second level minutia detail that was found
on the left middle low area was 106.65. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the right middle low area was 91.92. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the left thenar high area was 79.05. The second level minutia detail that was found on the
right thenar high area was 73.56. The second level minutia detail that was found on the
left thenar low area was 65.64. The second level minutia detail that was found on the
right thenar low area was 70.07.

Table 4

Averages of second level minutia detail that were recorded for the left and right;
hypothenar, middle, and thenar areas
Area

Left

Right

Hypothenar High
Hypothenar Low
Middle High
Middle Low
Thenar High
Thenar Low

87.73
72.29
102.29
106.65
79.05
65.64

84.59
82.57
93.42
9 1.92
73.56
70.07
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Figure 16. Averages of second level minutia detail that were recorded for the left and
right; hypothenar, middle, and thenar areas.

Level Two Minutia Data for the Hypothenar, Middle, and Thenar Areas
The second level minutia detail that was recorded for the left and ri ght hypothenar
high, hypothenar low, middle high, middle low, thenar high, and thenar low areas were
averaged to tabulate the total average for the hypothenar, middle, and thenar areas as they
appeared in the AFIX Tracker and were compared. It is important to take into account,
however, that the tabulations that can be observed in this section, Table 5 and Figure 17
are not the complete averages of the thenar and hypothenar areas, by virtue of the middle
area holding a portion of the thenar and hypothenar second level minutia detail. The total
second level minutia detail that was found on the left hypothenar was 80.01. The total
second level minutia detail that was found on the right hypothenar was 83.58. The total
second level minutia detail that was found on the left middle was 104.47. The total
second level minutia detail that was found on the right middle was 92.67. The total
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second level minutia detail that was found on the left thenar was 72.34. The total second
level minutia detail that was found on the right thenar was 71.82.

Table 5

Averages of second level minutia that were recorded/or the hypothenar, middle, and
thenar areas
Area

Left

Right

Hypothenar
Middle
Thenar

80.01
104.47
72.34

83.58
92.67
71.82
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Figure 17. Averages of second level minutia detail that were recorded for the hypothenar,
middle, and thenar areas.
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Level Two Minutia Data for the Interdigital Hypothenar, and Thenar Areas
The second level minutia detail that was recorded for the left and right
interdigital , hypothenar, and thenar areas were averaged to tabulate the total number of
second level minutia characteristics as outlined in the materials and methods and
compared. The total second level minutia detail that was found on the left interdi gital was
2 19.50. The total second level minutia detai l that was found on the right interdigital was
202.13. The total second level minutia detai l that was found on the left hypothenar was
133.59. The total second level minutia detail that was found on the right hypothenar was
122.26. The total second level minutia detail that was found on the left thenar was 6 1.68.
The total second level minutia detail that was found on the right thenar was 62.92.

Table 6

Averages ofsecond level minutia that were recordedfor the interdigital, hypothenar, and
thenar areas.

Area

Left

Right

lnterdigital
Hypothenar
Thenar

2 19.50
133.59
6 1.68

202.13
122.26
62.92
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Figure 18. Averages of second level minutia detail that were recorded for the interdigital,
hypothenar, and thenar areas.

Level Two Minutia Data for the Right and Left Interdigital Hypothenar, Thenar, Thumb,
Index, Middle, Ring, And Little Areas
The second level minutia detail that was recorded for the left and right
hypothenar, interdigital, thenar, thumb, index, middle, ring, and little areas were averaged
and compared. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left and right
interdigital area was 210.81. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left
and right hypothenar area was 127.93. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the left and right thenar area was 62.30. The second level minutia detail that was found
on the left and right thumb was 121.40. The second level minutia detail that was found on
the left and right index was 84.69. The second level minutia detail that was found on the
left and right middle was 95. 18. The second level minutia detail that was found on the left
and right little was 73.07.
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Table 7
Averages ofsecond level minutia that were recorded for the right and left interdigital,
hypothenar, thenar, thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers.

Inner
Minutia

Hypo

Thenar

210.81 127.93 62.30

Thumb

Index

Middle

Ring

Little

121.40

84.69

95.18

96.09 73.07
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Figure 19. Averages of the second level minutia detail for the right and left interdigital,
hypothenar, thenar, thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers displayed as a bar graph.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Biological Comparison of Second Level Minutia Characteristics in Fingers and Palms
As noted in the literature review, it can be determined that there is no difference
in the final anatomy between the friction ridge skin that is found on the fingers and the
friction ridge skin that is found on the palms. Both are characterized as volar skin that
does not contain hair or sebaceous glands and both serve the natural function to increase
the friction between its surface and objects that are touched. Both contain furrows that
separate the ridges that have the ability to both randomly and independently can start,
stop, diverge, turn and twist in which the direction of these ridges. Specifically,
birifications and ridge endings both appear in fingers and palms, and appear to be random
and di stinctive by virtue of their arrangement. Furthermore, the layers of skin that are
found in the fingers and palms are anatomically the same along with their embryologic
development stages. The volar pads and the volar pad development in the fingers and
palms do have dissimilarities. It was noted in the literature review that the volar pads of
the interdigital, thenar, and hypothenar begin to develop around week six of fetal
development and the volar pads of the fingers begin to develop around week eight of fetal
development. Furthermore, the regression of the interdigital, thenar and hypothenar volar
pads begin around week 10 -11 and the regression of the volar pads of the fingers begin
to regress around week 12 -13. It is around week 14 when friction ridges begin to
develop. Thus, the development of friction ridge skin begins as the regression of the volar
pads in the fingers are in progress and when the regression of the volar pads in the palms
is near completion. Therefore, it is speculated that the volar pads in the fingers have more
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of an influence, in regards to variety of first level pattern detail when compared to the
volar pad influence of first level pattern detail variety of the palms. As previously
discussed, there are three main types of ridge flow arrangements: the whorl, loop, and
arch. While these arrangements appear in the digits at some frequency with respect to
first level detail across a large population, from person to person the pattern type that any
particular finger bears is still very random. In other words, it is not practical to predict the
digital arrangement of pattern types that any one particular individual will have on all ten
fingers. It is practical, however, to predict the first level detail pattern type that an
individual will have in any one area of the palm with very hi gh certainty. This is due to
the analysis and research that has been conducted concerning the recurring pattern types
of the interdigital, hypothenar, and thenar areas of the palm. For example, there is a very
high probability that an individual selected at random will have a funnel pattern type in
the hypothenar area of the palm, a half moon pattern type in the thenar portion of the
palm and four deltas consisting of one clean delta, one side cone delta, and two snow
cone deltas in the interdigital area of the palm. It is speculated that this occurrence of
variance in finger and palm pattern type is by virtue of the timing between the regression
ofthe fingers and palms volar pad regression and the formation of friction ridge skin.
Since the volar pad regression is near completion in palms when friction ridge skin
begins to develop, the volar pads have little influence on pattern type. Thus, many
individuals bear the same first level detail pattern types in the palms. This attribute makes
locating the area of the palm that a latent palm print originated from very easy. Since the
volar pad regression is still in progress in the fingers when friction ridge skin begins to
develop they have a greater influence of pattern type. For example, if an examiner had
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two latent prints in a case, one being a fingerprint that had a loop formation and one
being a palm print that had a funnel formation, the examiner would not only have to
examine the hypothemar area of the hand that made the funnel pattern type, but s/he
would also have to examine all ten fingers to assert which ones had a loop formation.
Evaluation of Second Level Minutia Characteristics of the Fingers
From the data is was discovered that the second level minutia characteristics were
tabulate from least to greatest as the little (73.04), index (84.66), middle (95.08), ring
(96.08) and the thumb (121.43). It is also noted that there was very little variance
between the right and left second level minutia characteristics for each corresponding
digits. The largest variance is discovered when the second level minutia characteristics of
the thumb and the little finger are compared. It was discovered that the thumb, on
average, has approximately 66 percent more second level detail when compared to the
thumb. This is by virtue of the size of the thumb when compared to the little finger. It
was found that there is a difference of approximately fifteen minutia between the index,
middle and ring finger. This is also by virtue of the size of the index, middle, and ring
fingers when compared to each other, meaning that these three digits are roughly the
same size.
Evaluation of Second Level Minutia Characteristics of the Interdigital
Through analysis of the data, it was determined that the interdigital areas were
tabulated from least to greatest as the interdigital area below the little joint (32.25),
interdigital area below the index joint (35.93), interdigital area below the middle joint
(55.08), and the interdigital area below the ring joint (70.66). It was found that the largest
difference between the same left and right interdigital areas was when the left and right
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interdigital middle areas were compared. The difference between these two areas is
26.53. It is hypothesized that the difference in the right and left interdigital areas below
the middle joint is caused by the splitter crease which is a characteristic of the top crease
that typically ends at the bottom of the interdigital area below the middle joint. It is also
hypothesized that a small portion of this difference is caused by volar pad location that is
positioned between the interdigital area below the middle and ring joints. The second
largest difference is between the left and right interdigital areas that appear below the ring
joint. The difference between these two areas is 10.31. It is hypothesized that this
difference is caused by the volar pad location that is positioned between the interdigital
area below the middle and ring joints.
Evaluation of Second Level Minutia Characteristics of the
Interdigital, Hypothenar, and Thenar
In order to enhance analysis of the data, the interdigital, hypothenar, and thenar
areas were tabulated from least to greatest as the interdigital (21 0.82), hypothenar
(127.93), and thenar (62.30). It is hypothesized that the interdigital area has the highest
second level minutia characteristics by virtue of the four deltas that are typically present
in the interdigital area. It is also hypothesized that the hypothenar has the second most
minutia characteristics by virtue of the funnel area that creates an area of convergence
that is typical characterized by ridge endings and bifurcations. The thenar portion of the
palm has the least number of second level minutia characteristics when compared to the
interdigital and the hypothenar by virtue of the typical half moon pattern type. The lower
portion of the half moon does have an area of convergence, but this area is less
pronounced when compared to the other areas of convergence in the palm. Furthermore,
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the thenar area typically contains a large amount of thenar scratches. These small fracture
line creases found on the thenar portion of the skin causes AFIS to inadvertently exclude
them, thus as a result fail to record them as events that have identification potential.
Through further analysis of the data, it was determined that the interdigital and
hypothenar areas of the palm had a difference when compared the left and right hands of
17.37 and 11.33 second level minutia characteristics. It is hypothesized that this is caused
by the varying amount of creases found on the skin of the palms in a sample population.
Evaluation of Second Level Minutia Characteristics of the
Interdigital, Hypothenar, Thenar, and Digits
To enhance analysis of the data, the interdigital, hypothenar, thenar, and digital
areas were tabulated from least to greatest as the thenar, little, index, middle, ring, thumb,
hypothenar, interdigital. The palm is comprised of the areas that contain the most and
least identification potential, in terms of second level minutia characteristics within the
evaluation confinements of extracted minutia characteristics from an AFIS when
evaluating the entire hand with the exclusion of the joints. The interdigital area of the
palm has the most identification potential in terms of second level minutia characteristics
of the entire hand with the exclusion of the joints by virtue of its size and typical presence
of four deltas. The second area, which holds the highest second level minutia detail
identification potential in the entire hand with the exclusion of the joints, is the
hypothenar by virtue of its size and large convergence of ridges. The thenar portion of the
palm has the least identification potential of the entire hand, with the exclusion of the
joints in terms of second level minutia characteristics. It is hypothesized that this is by
virtue of the large number of thenar scratches. As mentioned before, these small fracture-
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like creases are not recorded as identification potential characteristics from an AFIS
system, and also can mask second level minutia characteristics. On the contrary, the
thenar scratches do have identification potential along with the other minute creases that
are found in the palm. In a recent child molestation case, a photograph of the suspect's
hand was captured around the chi ld's gentiles. The quality of the photograph was not of
optimal quality to reproduce the friction ridges of the hand but was optimal enough to
reproduce many of the creases that were found in the palm. From this photograph, an
expert was able to individualize the palm print in the photograph to known exemplars of
the suspect. Furthermore, the judge allowed the testimony and the jury convicted the
suspect from the evidence. While the thenar area of the palm shows the lowest number of
second level two minutia details when compared to other areas of the hand with the
exclusion of the joints it does not necessarily mean that it contains the lowest amount of
identification potential. It is important to note that in this study the identification
potential that was contained in the creases of the palms were not accounted for nor
recorded or extrapolated using the AFIS.
While this study did not contain an analytical evaluation of surface area of the
fingers and palms, with respect to second level minutia detail, one can get a general
insight upon basic examination of the fingers and palm. At first thought, the palms of the
hand seem much larger when compared to the fingers. It is essential to emphasize that
thi s in this study, plain impressions of the palm were used and rolled impressions of the
fingers were used. Thus each finger was recorded on a ten print card from edge to edge.
When one is to roll one of their fingers across the interdigital, thenar, or hypothenar area
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of their palm any finger will or nearly will cover approximately halfthe area of the
particular section of the palm.
Through careful analysis of the data, it was determined that there were no
anatomical differences in the methods that friction ridges develop in the fingers and the
palms. The development of, and regression of, the volar pads in the fingers and the palms
follow a different development time line. By virtue of this timeline, it is hypothesized that
when friction ridge skin begins to develop, which is when the regression of the volar pads
in the palms is near completion, and when regression of volar pads in the fingers is in
progress gives rise to the varying first level pattern types in the fingers and the nonvarying first level pattern types in the palms. From the tabulated data it was found that
there was little evidence to suggest that digital fingers contain more second level minutia
identification potential when compared to the palms.
The data suggests that there is enough second level minutia detail present in the
fingers and the palms that would satisfy both a numerical and non-numerical point
system. In terms of a numerical system, the amount of second level detail that is present
per surface area of the latent print, respectively, is sufficient in fingers and palms after
considering factors of clarity and value. Furthermore, there was little evidence that
suggested that the biological uniqueness of second level detail in the palms when
compared to the fingers was different. Thus, the unique characteristics that are used to
make identifications in the fingers via a non-numerical point standard would apply to
palms as well.
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